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Eo/tlc

electrons with high frequency fields in resonant
cavities. And in the first place, the dispersion
of the kinetic energy or the electron velocity, produced during their passage through the resonator,
was calculated. Erroneous deductions are contained in some of the above mentioned papers,
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The comparison which has been made between
the conclusions of the theory and the experimental
data supports the possibility of applying the theory
to polycrystalline BaTiO 3 , at least in the paraelectric region. Regarding the ferroelectric region,
satisfactory agreement between theory and experiment is observed only for temperatures no more than
10-12° below the Curie point.
V. L. Ginzburg, J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys .·(U.S.S.R.)
15, 739 (1945).
2 V. L. Ginzburg, Usp. Fiz. Nauk 38, 490 (1949).
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were sometimes considered as quantum; quantummechanical methods were used for finding expressions, which are simpler, and which in the more
general case can he obtained by a classical method.
At the same time, the problem of the passage of
electrons through resonators is one of the most
important in electronics; moreover, the region of
high frequencies wand low temperatures T, when
the condition of classicity w << kT is disturhe9,
is acquiring increasingly greater interest. Therefore, we considered it appropriate to discuss
briefly the problem which is stated in the title
(this is carried out in greater detail in Ref. 8).
We will analyze classically the following
problem: a non-relativistic electron enters into
the resonator at the instant t = 0 with a kinetic
energy K 0 = mv;/2, and emerges from the reso-

n

nator at the instant t

=

Twith a kinetic energy

K7 = mvi /2. Moreover, for simplicity we will
consider the electric field E in the resonator along
the electron path as homogeneous and directed
along its velocity (such a case is completely real).
When
E = £ 1 cos

we obtain:
dv

I l l & = eE,

wt

+ (£2 + £ 0 ) sin wt,

v, = v 0

(a)

(l)

e
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+ -,rn;; [£1 sin w-r + (£2 + £ 0) (1- cos w-r)].

On Quantum Effects Occurring on Interaction
of Electrons with High Frequency Fields
in Resonant Cavities

v. L. GINZBURG AND v. M. FAIN
P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Academy of Sciences
USSR, and Gor'kii State University
(Submitted to JETP editor September 21, 1956)
J, Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 32, 162-164
(January, 1957)

a number of papers
were pubR ECENTLY,
lished in which an analysis was made of the
1"7

quantum effects occurring during-the interaction of

~t n_£w E 1 and.!} 2 }!e _£_and om values, so that
E 1 = E 2 = 0 and£ 1 =
= V2 I d2 , where d is the path
traversed _Qy the electron (thickness of the resonator), and V 2 is the mean square of the fluctuating
voltage; the averaging, which is denoted by the bar,
was carried out over the corresponding ensemble
of identical systems. As in the papers cited above,
we shall also consider the action of the field in
the resonator on the electron motion as a small
effect, in the strength of which we can limit ourselves to the terms of the e 2 order, and for the
time of the electron flight through the resonator
we shall assume T= d/v 0 • Then, as can he easily
seen,

E;
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= ez ya

(2)

[sin (CJl't" I 2) ]2
CJl't"/2

In addition, since(~-;:, ) 2 << v 0 2 , the dispersion
of the velocity (~v"p = (~K")2 m-2 v;2 . Under
the conditions when wt

<< 1,

(~K")2 = e2 V2,

that

is.' we. obtain the expression (for the field constant
Wtth tt.me) that is evident from the law of the conservatton of energy. If oscillations of various
frequencies are present in the resonator, then
(X)

(~K7P ~-,

e2 \.l 1-P [sinw:(CJl'/2t" /2) ]~ dCJl '

(3)

w.

0

~

l"-

1'2 = ) i vw [2 dCJl.
0

When only one natural oscillation is taken into
account, a resonator is equivalent to a circuit consisting of (for example) a series connected resistance R, self-inductance L and capacity C, so that
the impedance of the circuit when an emf f = Zl is
applied will he equal to Z = R + i(wL - 1/wC). In
this type of circuit, if we consider the condition
of the thermal equilibrium, the spectral density of
the fluctuating emf, in accordance with the Nyquist
quantum theory 9 • 10, will be equal to
2
{ -n(J)
I e;w2I = -R (CJl) -

-

rr

2.

+

1i

-n(J)
kT

e "' 1

-1

}

(4)
'

the density of the square of the current \1 \2
---w
=! e:w 12 /l Z(CJl)! 2 and the density of the square of the
voltage on the condenser
(5)

R" C" CJl 2 + (LCCJl 2 -1)"
Substituting (4) into (5) and thei!J.§) into (3), we
obtain the final expression for (~K) 2 • For a
weakly damped resonator with a freq~ency w
= (LC)Yz, as can he easily shown~e will ohrain
from the general expression for (M ~ 2 (see, for
example, Ref. 10):

Senitzky and Weher 7 obtained these results
by using the quantum-mechanical theory of perturbations. The corresponding calculations are first,
more complex and less clear, and second, are
limited by the region of small damping. At the
same time, these results hold for any damping of
the circuit. A more detailed comparison of the
obtained expre-ssions with those given in Refs. 4, 7
was carried out in Ref. 8. In the same paper, an
analysis was made of the problem under discussion
within the frame of canonical formalism, which
is limited by the case of weak damping and, obviously, will lead to Eq. (6).
It•should he noted also that in quantum-electrodynamic solution of the problem of the electron
passage through a resonator, the same as in anumber of other cases, the use of the ordinary theory
of perturbations is limited (see Ref. 12 and also
Refs. 8, ll), and in some cases it becomes necessary to use a more complex procedure of calculations 3 ' 12 which in the final count leads to essentially classical results.
From formulas (4) - (8) we see that the total
quantum effect in the problem of the passage of
electrons through a resonator is determined by the
account of the quantum fluctuations of the radiation
in the resonator and, in particular, of the zero
oscillations with the energy 7i w/2. In Refs. 4 and
5, it is asserted that there exists also a quantum
effect associated with the account of the wave
properties of electrons. It can be shown, however,
that the dispersion of the electron velocity, as
well as the dispersion of the field, calculated in
Refs. 4 and 5, and associated with the scattering
of the initial position and the momenta of the
electrons, can be obtained also as a result of a
considerably simpler classical calculation 8 • The
single quantum element, moreover, consists in the
fact that the initial distributions of the electron
velocity and momenta are limited by the ratio of
uncertainty. This limitation, however, is apparently completely insignificant in practice, even if we
disregard the fact that its existence does not
change the assertion of the possibility of purely
classical analysis of the electron motion in a resonator within the accuracy with which the calculations were carried out in Refs. 4 and 5.
In conclusion, it should he noted that the portion
of the velocity dispersion determined by the zero
vibrations, which in the case of (6) is equal to

(b)
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is quite small 8 , although it may be of theoretical
interest in the analysis of the performance of
electronic instruments.
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'T~ will decay according to all four possible
schemes, with the decay ~ -+ 3 77 being the isotopic
analogue of the r+ de cay.
For 'T~ the decay r 0 -+ 377° is forbidden, and the
decay fl -+ 77+ + 77- + 77° must go into states with
orbital angular momentum different from zero and
will be suppressed, so that the main decay for it
will be

'!"~

±

-+

-

+ v + 7t +.
e-

f.l +

For both components the lifetime will be of the
order of 10- 7 sec. 3
The situation is fundamentally changed if we
assume that there exists one K meson but that
decays occur with nonconservation of parity. In
this case the main decay for the K 0 component
will be K 0 -+ 77+ + 77-; this decay is a fast one, so
that the lifetime of K 0s will bet"-' 10- 10 sec. The
charge-odd component, for which two-meson decay
is impossible 4 , will decay mainly according to
the schemes
K0

-+

f.l ±

e±

+ v + 7t +

or K 0

-+

27t

+y

On the Problem of K 0 Decays

l.lu.KoBZAREV
(Submitted to JETP editor October 25, 1956)
]. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 32, 180-181
(January, 1957)
we assume that in K-meson decays parity is
I Fconserved,
then from the whole of the experimental data it apparently follows that there exist
two mesons 'Tand ()with spin and parity o- and o+
respectively. Then it must be supposed that there
exists a certain ''depeneracy in parity" for the
"strange particles" . On the other hand one can
assume that there exists only one K meson and
that parity is not conserved in the decay interactions2. In the present note we point out one possibility for an experimental test of the hypothesis
of non conservation of parity.
We suppose that parity is conserved and consider the decay of a r 0 meson. The possible decay
schemes for it will be

with lifetime t "-' 10- 8 -10- 7 sec.
Let us consider the decay curve of r 0 -+ 77+ + 77+ 77°. In the case of conservation of parity, we
must observe two slightly separated exponentials
with nearly equal lifetimes t "' 10- 7 sec. But in
the case of nonconservation of parity we must ob·
serve torether with an exponential of lifetime
t"' 10- -lo- 7 sec a short-lived component with
lifetime of the order of lo- 10 sec.
I express my thanks to I. Ia. Pomeranchuk for a
discussion.
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Like the 0° meson, the r0 meson must represent
a mixture of charge-even and charge-odd components

